REVIEW ON THE APPLICATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOMECHANICAL MEASUREMENT METHODS IN DRIVING FATIGUE DETECTION
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Abstract

Previous studies have identified driving fatigue as the main cause of road traffic accidents, therefore, the aim of this literature review is to explore the characteristics of driving fatigue both physically and mentally as well as to explore the technology available to measure the process of fatigue physiologically. We performed a searching in the field of fatigue detection methods through keywords tracking. The instruments studied have their own strength and weakness, and some are intrusive while the others are non-intrusive. The accuracy and stability of measurements are also varied between those instruments. In order to create more reliable fatigue detection methods, it is necessary to involve more instruments with an inter-disciplinary approach. Our intention is to make this study as a stepping stone for a more comprehensive in-vehicle real-time man-machine interaction study. Such study will not only be useful to prevent traffic accidents but also to bridge man and machine communication in the vehicle control along with developing newer technology in the field of vehicle automation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One characteristic of modern life in humans is the high mobility as our houses are mostly far from our workplaces. The higher income in developed countries came from greater productivity which in turn requires people to move faster and farther. Thus, transportation has become an important aspect of human daily life. The present generation has been lucky to inherit a great leap in technology development since James Watt’s invention of the steam engine in the 18th century which triggered the industrial revolution [1]. Technology allows humans to move more efficiently without relying too much on biological muscles for transportation.

A developing country like Indonesia has undergone a dramatic change in human mobility. The country’s ambition of progressing from a traditional agricultural society where most people live in the rural area to become an industrialized country has created staggering urbanization problem [2]. Unlike in the rural area where agricultural workers have their activity nearby their living place, in the urban area most people live far away from their workplace, therefore, the need for transportation has become very crucial. Thus, transportation has been a priority in the development program in Indonesia [3].

By taking the long history of human evolution into account, driving a vehicle which is a more advanced development of tool culture is a new thing, therefore, how well the human body adapt to this relatively new activity has been drawing a great amount of research interest. One most important issue of engine-propulsion locomotion such as vehicle transportation is a large number of accidents. WHO reported that the number of
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traffic accident-related death in the world annually is more than 1 million people with the highest rate occurred in developing countries [4-5]. Road traffic accidents have cost every country the loss of between 1 to 3% of gross domestic product (GDP) [5].

As shown in Figure 1, Indonesia has higher road traffic-related death rate than its neighbors. A report suggested that traffic accidents are the third cause of fatalities after myocardial infarction and tuberculosis [6]. Most of the victims are between 22 to 50 years old which is in productive age, thus, those accidents may also lead to poverty [6].

One of the major cause of road traffic accidents is driving fatigue [7-11]. Fatigue has various symptoms and causes. The causes may come from activities before driving such as sleep deprivation [10-14], during driving in longer duration [7,15] and driving at nocturnal time [12], or environmental effects such as vibration [17,18], temperature, humidity and noise [14]. The symptoms of fatigue are both physical and mental. Physical fatigue has been heavily linked with muscular fatigue when muscle shows a decrease of capacity to generate maximal force exertion [9,19-21] due to repetitive movements with excessive load [18].

Some studies distinguish visual fatigue and mental fatigue, as visual fatigue especially occurs in the eye [15], and old opinion with dualism concept tend to separate physical and mental processes of fatigue [19]. While monism view, which is widely adopted today, presumes that the universe consists of matter and energy, and that mind is an inseparable thing from the body [19]. Fatigue is often accompanied by drowsiness [9,13,24-28], thus, drowsiness is often used as a variable in driving fatigue detection. Despite great interest from many researchers to study fatigue, there is still no consensus on its definition that is widely accepted [24, 29].

The driving fatigue study has been widely recognized as important with regard to the effort to cut the number of traffic accidents. Most of the earlier studies on driving fatigue detection gave little attention to human as an organism as they heavily focused on the engineering point of view. Nevertheless, the technology development has allowed us to better understand physiological processes inside a human body based on clinical measurements [30-31]. We consider fatigue as a physiological phenomenon with some biomechanical characteristics which is measurable with techniques now available. The study of human physiology has involved multidisciplinary approach as it discusses the complex system inside a human body [23, 32]. Fatigue is also observable through human motion and forces exertion, therefore, a biomechanical approach is also necessary to understand fatigue, as biomechanics is the discipline that concerns about human motion and structure [33-35].

The aim of this literature review is to explore physiological and biomechanical measurement methods available for application in driving fatigue detection studies. We expect that the knowledge attained in this review will be useful as a base for further studies such as to develop instruments and procedure for fatigue detection and intervention and their in-vehicle application.

![Figure 1. The number of road fatalities per 100,000 inhabitants (upper) and total road fatalities in 2012 (lower) [4]. South-east Asia has the highest number of road fatalities with Indonesia as the country with most road fatalities in ASEAN region.](image-url)
II. METHOD
In this section, we describe the literature searching methods and the systematic of the discussion section. We explain the process taken from literature searching to article writing. We expect the process to enable this article to find opportunities and challenges in the driving fatigue research more thoroughly.

A. Literature Searching Process
We performed literature searching through e-searching, which is more helpful than conventional printed book-searching as the latter is more time-consuming and may miss significant information on the references such as citation number [29]. We used a new approach as described in a previous study [30], which is different from the conventional searching, we limited the searching on formal articles, by using certain keywords. The keywords used were driving, fatigue, electromyogram (EMG), electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), and eye tracker. We limited the literature searching with two categories: the latest studies, such as in the last two years, and classical studies with a large number of citation.

In an effort to describe driving fatigue from an interdisciplinary point of view, it is necessary to include as many approaches as possible, especially based on their methods [31]. Therefore, we grouped the collected references based on their measurement methods. We performed reference list checking [29], however, we did not conduct any quantitative assessment on the references.

B. Writing Systematics
In principle, we intend to use this literature review to study the state of the art of driving fatigue detection, to gather the knowledge of whatever other researchers have done in the related field, and whatever problem necessary to solve in the future research [31]. With a great understanding of the research gap in existence, we can formulate a good planning for future study.

In the discussion part, we start by describing the physiological processes of fatigue. In turn, we will relate these processes to the instruments required to measure those phenomena. Basically, the instruments record signals generated by the body during fatigue. These electrical data can give information on the fatigued driver condition both real-time or non-real-time.

In a literature review, such as a review of methods like this article, in the last part, it is necessary to summarize and synthesize our analyses [32]. In this part, we summarize the current technology available for driving fatigue detection and the possibility of future development of driving fatigue study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The driving tasks are divided into two, namely primary and secondary tasks. The primary task is the driving the vehicle itself [40-41], which includes activities such as holding the steering wheel, pushing the gas pedal, and braking. The secondary tasks are varied, such as looking at indicators, using entertainment facilities such as audio-video, adjusting air-conditioner, etc. Some studies suggest that the greater automation in a vehicle will likely lead the driver to get more engagement with the secondary task [40-42]. While the primary task is the main causes of both physical and mental fatigue during driving, the secondary task has been associated with mental fatigue [10, 29].

A. Fatigue Occurrence in Driving a Vehicle
The easiest way to explain driving fatigue occurs is by exposing the driving activities. Upon entering a driving workstation, the driver adjusts the seat place to make sure that all the controllers for the primary task are reachable. A well-adjusted seating posture may prevent a driver from fatigue [36]. To judge whether the position is optimum, the most common sensory involved are visual sensory [10, 23, 44] to search the controllers, somatosensory [23, 45] to confirm the controllers are reachable, and to certain degree vestibular sensory [23, 46-47] to judge the good balance of the posture taken. All the information from those sensory receptors is processed at the brain to make the driver aware of his position.

When the driver turns the vehicle on, the engine emits sound and vibration. Then the sound and vibration are transmitted through the structure of the vehicle and received by auditory sensory and somatosensory [48-49]. By pushing the gas pedal, the driver will have an interaction with the vehicle, and any action taken on the pedal gives feedback which in turn received by sensory receptors, followed by processing the information in the brain. Thus, a communication loop exists.

The driver performs visual scanning on the surrounding environment before moves the vehicle. Once the driver concludes that it is safe, the driver moves the gear stick and pushes the gas pedal, then the vehicle is accelerating. While driving, the driver receives the exact information on the speed from the speedometer, however, the
visual information of how the vehicle moves about its surrounding augmented by feedback from the sound and vibration also give significant cues for him [43]. It is common that the driver will have his attention mainly in front of the vehicle, however, inattentiveness to the surrounding area other than in front may increase the risk of accident, thus, they need to dedicate some attention to avoid side or rear collision [42]. Most fatal accidents occur during speeding. Driving a vehicle in a high-speed means the driver has the shorter reaction time to react, thus, higher alertness is important [10, 49-52].

Figure 2 shows what May and Baldwin (2009) suggested on the classification on driving fatigue based on its causes [22]. They divided fatigue as sleep-related (SR) and task-related (TR) fatigue. SR fatigue includes lack of sleeping before driving [10, 12-14, 53] and driving at the time in circadian rhythm/daily life cycle when people usually sleep, such as midnight [15-16, 53]. The driving task and environmental condition are the causes of TR fatigue. The environmental aspect includes temperature, humidity, noise [14], illumination [22], and vibration [17, 54-55]. A study reported that excessive noise increases fatigue occurrence probability as measured by cardiovascular and hormonal activity analysis [49]. Fatigue and sensory alteration are also affected by vibration inside the vehicle [17, 55]. TR active fatigue is the most common fatigue suffered by the drivers. Mental and physical overload during driving such as prolonged driving for more than two or three hours [7, 9, 15], driving in traffic jam, multi-tasking driving, driving in poor visibility environment [22], or overload in mental processing task due to excessive information [9, 57] are the causes of TR active fatigue. TR passive fatigue is caused by underload due to vehicle automation, monotony [25, 58], or highly predictable driving task [22]. As shown by the dashed line in Figure 2, both TR active and passive fatigue can worsen SR fatigue.

Fatigue occurrence is either physically or mentally or both in a concurrent way. Physical fatigue has been associated with the decreasing capacity to exert maximum force output [9,19,59-60], as there is a failure of processes either within the central nervous system (CNS), neural transmission from the CNS to the muscle, or within individual muscle fibers [55]. Physical fatigue is mainly included in TR active fatigue such as prolonged sustained physical activity with force exertion [61-62] or higher frequency of cyclic activity in the longer period [57].

Some studies distinguished mental fatigue and visual fatigue [9,64], however, in reality, these two things are inseparable. In this article, we consider visual fatigue as part of mental fatigue as some studies referred mental fatigue as a consequence of visual fatigue [7, 10, 13, 52, 65]. Mental fatigue can be inflicted by both mental and physical processes [9, 29], and classified in both TR active and passive fatigue.

A fatigued driver shows many different characteristics from a non-fatigued person. Some of the visible characteristics are body movement [5,9,12,24,25,51,66], facial expression [5,8,12,26] and sweating [37], whereas the invisible ones related to physiological processes inside the body, such as muscular activity [9,18], heart rate [15,16,44,67] and blood circulation [68-69], brain activity [9,13-14,29], and hormonal changes [20,51] or psychological condition [23]. In many cases, fatigue is accompanied by drowsiness which is commonly characterized by frequent yawning [9,15,24-27].

### B. Muscular Fatigue

All the physical working during driving are performed with muscular activation that produces some movements. These movements are varied in requirements of force, speed, and vectorial translation. The movement is initiated in the smallest functional unit of the muscle called as the motor unit [33, 70-71]. When a muscle contracts, the central nervous system (CNS) recruits motor units as a voluntary effort [61-62, 70]. Increased tension to generate force output is achieved by two strategies: increasing stimulation rate of a single motor unit or recruitment of more motor units [27]. Muscle fiber, just like any neuron inside a human body maintains negative potential at about 80 mV from its surrounding by exchanging ions [70]. This potential is called motor unit action potential (MUAP) and recorded as representative of muscle activation [33, 71-72]. This electrical indication is then measured by

![Figure 2. Driving fatigue classification by May and Baldwin (2009), based on its causes [28]](image-url)
surface electromyogram (sEMG), as shown in Figure 3. Two most important features for sEMG signal detection are excitation of MUAPs and their firing rate [68].

Muscular fatigue, in general, is included in TR active fatigue. Based on processed sEMG signals, there are two ways to analyze muscle fatigue, namely spectral analysis as shown in Figure 4, and EMG/force relation analysis [33, 70-73]. Fatigue muscle is caused by depletion of energy generating substances, accumulation of metabolic waste product, failure in muscular contractile mechanism from CNS to the muscle, and disturbances in homeostasis [54] since a contracting muscle restricts blood flow, thus reduces oxygen supply [65]. Figure 5 shows that when a person exerts a constant force in a certain period of time, in power-frequency diagram, the frequency decreases since the biochemical process results in the acidic products formation which reduces the conduction velocity of the MUAPs on the muscle membrane [68]. Recruitment of more MUAPs also means EMG activity-force production level correlation line would also shift toward the left side since fatigued muscle has its force output decreasing while EMG activity is increasing, as graphically represented in Figure 7 [59,70,74].

Median frequency (MDF) has been suggested as the most common data used for muscle fatigue index calculation, as illustrated in Figure 5 [70-71]. Other suggested mean power frequency (MPF) as the most useful tool to quantify muscle fatigue, as illustrated in Figure 6 [59,74]. The measurement of power-frequency relation usually performed at certain time points in a session, such as the start, middle, and end of the session, in off-line mode.

EMG-force relation requires the use of force measurement instruments such as load cell or force plate. This method has greater potential than frequency analysis for real-time fatigue detection analysis, as long as there is sufficient information on the normal driver and fatigue driver characteristics, as inter-subject variability is common in EMG measurement. Based on this type of measurement, muscle fatigue is identified as a two phase-process, the first when EMG-force in linear relation and the second when the force decreases faster than the EMG signals, as graphically illustrated in Figure 7 [53].

Moshou et al. (2005) proposed to use of wavelets coefficients analysis to detect dynamic muscle fatigue [73]. Wavelets is very common used in analyzing signals that are time varying and non-stationary. They developed self-organizing map (SOM) to identify and measure driving fatigue. The SOM works by dynamically visualizing the approximate values of the wavelet coefficients. This method offers advantages in sensitivity to detect fatigue and recovery. However, this method needs further development to be widely accepted. In most studies on driver fatigue detection, EMG has rarely been given attention. There are various reasons. EMG electrode needs to be attached to the skin, thus, it is naturally intrusive [11] and requires an understanding of which muscles would fatigue in certain movements since fatigue is different in each contracting muscle. The attachment also
requires hair removal and skin cleansing [68] and sweating as well as subcutaneous fat will decrease the measurement accuracy [74]. With the knowledge of the current technology, it seems difficult for EMG to be used for real-time in-vehicle fatigue detector. Nevertheless, EMG is a very powerful and accurate tool to measure fatigue for laboratory experiment, especially to learn about neuromuscular processes in relation with reaction time study.

C. Fatigue Detected from Heart Rate

The most important function of the heart is to pump the blood through the blood vessels in the circulatory system, where the blood supply the body with oxygen and nutrients as well as playing an important role in assisting metabolic waste removal [75]. Since the three substances are closely associated with the occurrence of fatigue, the heart is very crucial in fatigue study. Heart rate (HR) is defined as the number of beats produced by the heart in one minute, while heart rate variability (HRV) is a terminology to describe the physiological phenomenon where temporal intervals between consecutive heartbeats are not uniform, as illustrated in Figure 8 [79, 80].

Fatigue has been associated with electrolyte and acid-base disturbances that affect HR which is measured by electrocardiogram (ECG) [17]. While extreme exercise increases HR [78] and excessive fatigue after arousal may result in exhaustion, this case is rarely observed in driving fatigue. Therefore, most driving fatigue studies employing ECG are focused on drowsiness as the consequence of fatigue. Drowsiness, on the

Figure 5. As the muscle contracts in longer duration, at the end session of the trial, the MDF value is lower compared to that at the middle and the beginning of the trial [71]

Figure 6. During a muscle activation trial session, the MPF value was lower in fatigue condition both by comparing dynamic movement and static isometric posture [76]

Figure 7. Fatigue condition is characterized by lower force exertion level at the same muscle activation. Here fatigue condition is compared with three types of muscle activation (concentric, static/isometric, and eccentric), as well as with the subjects considered outside normal people, such as trained (athlete) and atrophy (muscularly weak person) [68]
Figure 8. ECG electrodes placement on the trunk. ECG normal sinus rhythm generates P wave, QRS complex, and T wave [91]. Heart rate (HR) is calculated from the number of P or R in one minute. P-P or R-R intervals are representative of heart rate variability (HRV) [76, 92]

contrary, decreases HR [67]. Thus, we may conclude that SR fatigue decreases HR whereas TR active fatigue increases HR. Figure 9 shows the increasing HRV due to drowsiness [79]. On the other hand, excessive fatigue after arousal decreases HRV [46].

Autonomic nervous system (ANS) whose role is regulating unconscious control system of the internal organ such as the heart rate, changes during stress, fatigue or drowsiness [16-27]. ANS consists of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. HRV is representative of the balance between the two nervous systems [10]. Fatigue or drowsiness have been reported to be characterized by greater parasympathetic nervous activity accompanied by a decrease in sympathetic nervous activity [14, 16, 27]. With regard to HRV, drowsiness is shown by faster HRV rhythm or high-frequency band (HF, 0.15 to 0.4 Hz), on the contrary to slower HRV rhythm or low-frequency band (LF, 0.04 to 0.15 Hz) which indicates alertness and wakefulness [10]. In general, a decrease in LF and LF/HF value which is associated with sympathetic nervous system activity[80], has been used for indicators of fatigue [14, 27].

ECG measurement has been reported to the most reliable for fatigue detection [5, 67, 86]. However, as it requires electrode attachment to the skin, it is intrusive [5, 67], hence, it is uncomfortable to be used during driving. ECG is also largely affected by environmental variables such as vibration and temperature [14]. To overcome these weaknesses, a non-contact HR and HRV measurement using photoplethysmogram (PPG) has been proposed [18, 69]. PPG is a dedicated light source equipped with light emitting diode (LED) and phototransistor (PT). The light from the LED to the skin is being reflected back to the PT, and the recorded signal is then analyzed [14]. PPG may be placed on areas such as the finger tip or the forehead. The instrument is able to detect any blood pressure changes in the blood vessels on the face or other parts of the body that is not obstructed. Another method proposed is by placing ECG electrodes on the seat and the steering wheel, and then the less accurate data from those electrodes are combined to produce reliable data [64].

D. Fatigue Detection with EEG

Fatigue, drowsiness and low vigilance have been reported as the greatest safety hazard in driving [23]. Fatigue condition inhibits the nervous system and decreases cognitive abilities [15, 44]. Mental fatigue, as one component of fatigue, is a subjective feeling of tiredness which causing the decreasing of motivation to make an effort for certain activity [23, 59], due to sustained mental and/or physical task which requires high alertness [20] or boring task [23], which impairs attention. The occurrence of an error during performing a task also increases the likeliness of mental fatigue as measured by reaction time [44].

The easiest and cheapest way to measure mental task load is a questionnaire, such as NASA task load index (NASA-TLX) [82] or Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) [46], however, it cannot be applied for real-time measurement, and subjects need to be isolated from any psychological noise that may deviate assessment [82]. The subjective scale also needs a larger number of subjects to validate the results. Therefore, EEG which measure brainwave is considered as more accurate and objective to measure mental fatigue in real-time [9], as it is sensitive enough to detect any changes with an update in seconds [23]. For fatigue detection, EEG stability measurement was reported to achieve 85% to 87%, greater than eye tracking.
but lower than ECG [5, 53]. During fatigue, EEG power decreases into low-frequency band [9]. EEG is able to measure both SR and TR fatigue.

Figure 10 shows EEG electrodes placement and the types of brainwaves used in fatigue analysis. The rise of spectral power in frontal theta (theta wave, 4-8 Hz [83]) and parietal alpha (alpha wave, 8-13 Hz [11, 87]) have been linked with mental fatigue [23]. Other study suggest that decrease of beta wave (13-30 Hz [83]) in the prefrontal, inferior frontal, posterior temporal, and occipital lobes accompanied by increase of alpha wave in the frontal, central, posterior temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes area of the brain as indicators of mental fatigue [9]. Alpha wave is the most common variable used to detect fatigue as it is considered to be the most reliable [9], furthermore alpha wave measured from the occipital and central areas are indicators of drowsiness [8]. Indices used to measure mental fatigue include the comparison between the summation of alpha and theta to beta [15], even-related potential (ERP) [82], reaction time [60], and Task Load Index (TLI) which is based on the ratio of frontal midline theta to parietal alpha [82].

EEG is an intrusive instrument, and to attach its electrodes on the head, some cleaning-up procedure is necessary, especially to reduce impedance. The risk of signal noise and sensor failure during measurement are high [23]. Furthermore, while EEG can detect drowsiness easily, to use EEG for mental fatigue detection in a fully alert driver is still a great challenge as fatigue is a complex and non-linear condition [29, 51]. Thus, to develop a model that is more representative to mental fatigue by involving EEG combined with other methods is necessary for future study.

E. Fatigue Detection through Facial Expression

Non-contact fatigue detection methods include video analysis of facial expression [5, 9, 26, 89], such as head [5], mouth [15, 24, 26], and eye movements [7, 58, 90]. Behavioral studies also observe variables like facial activities, postural adjustments from original position, and hand movements relative to the body [45]. Since these methods measure attention, fatigue is not separated from drowsiness as both produce hypo-vigilance. The study on cortisol, which is the stress hormone, found the association of fatigue and drowsiness [13, 25]. In general, facial expression-related fatigue detection methods are mostly intended for SR fatigue.

The most important feature of head movement in 3D motion tracking is the orientation of the face as it signifies attention [26, 89]. Normal driver in full alertness has his face oriented frontally with a good view on important indicators through his peripheral vision. A fatigued driver, on the contrary, will likely to have more head movements either flexion-extension or rotation.

Yawning, which is characterized by a wider mouth opening and deep inhale, has been used as both drowsiness and fatigue indicator in many studies [21]. Fatigue detection through lip movement possesses so many challenges, such as to distinguish yawning from normal speaking [21] and to distinguish yawning due to fatigue or drowsiness from contagious yawning which associated with the mirror-neuron system [51]. To overcome these problems, one study suggested the identification based on concurrent stretching or extension of the neck [51], the other study suggested by calculating the time of mouth opening [63].

Eye movement is the most common facial expression employed for fatigue detection since it reflects the neurological condition [12, 46]. While human vision affects both mental and physical fatigue development, a stress developed in the eyes to some researchers is classified as visual.
fatigue [9, 64], despite it refers to the site of fatigue, and not to the process.

Measured eye movement components are duration and frequency of eye blink/closure [7,11,15,24], and saccadic movements: dynamic, glissadic, and static movements [85]. Those components are measured by tracking and detection of pupil [65, 91, 92] or iris [85] movements. Other method is intrusive: the use of electrooculogram (EOG) with electrodes should be attached to the eyelid skin [81]. Fatigue is detected from increasing blink rate and decreasing of saccadic peak velocity/magnitude [7, 90]. A continuous detection of pupil movements allows researchers to measure eyelid closure/opening, gaze, and face orientation [62]. Eye closure is measured from pupil size and face orientation is measured by comparisons on the two pupils based on calculation of distance and size ratio [62]. Percentage of eye closure over time (PERCLOS) [8, 11, 53] and the average of eye closure speed (AECS) [8, 53] have been suggested as the most representative eye movement parameters in detecting fatigue.

Eye tracker instrument has advantages in that it is non-intrusive, therefore, more comfortable to the user, and the user can mount it in various areas inside a vehicle for real-time detection. However, compared to ECG or EEG, it is less accurate [46], and less stable, with the rate of just 59% as compared to 85% and 97.5% of EEG and ECG respectively [5]. This device is only able to measure a person with normal or corrected-to-normal vision without any saccadic abnormality. The use of infra-red for illumination of eye tracker device has been suggested as it is able to detect eye movement in a various light background and almost invisible to the driver’s eyes [86].

F. Combining the measurements

In general, based on their contact with the human body, the instruments can be classified into intrusive and non-intrusive methods [5]. As shown in Figure 11, intrusive methods include EMG, EEG, and ECG, whereas non-intrusive methods include facial and eye tracking. Force measurement instruments can be non-intrusive if placed under the seating cover, or intrusive such as pressure sensors attached to the finger tip. Such condition is also applied for PPG, as it is contactless if used for forehead scanning, whereas it is intrusive if placed on the fingertip as in conventional plethysmogram.

Intrusive methods are generally more accurate, however very susceptible to physiological noise such as sweating, or especially EMG the noise usually comes from subcutaneous fat. These methods are very good for a laboratory experiment. To be applied in a field test, a great challenge comes from material and placement design with regard to the human body. ECG application requires fatigue threshold definition since SR and TR fatigues have very contradictory characteristics. Non-intrusive methods such as eye and body motion tracker have challenges in accuracy and reduction of environmental noise effects.

Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages, therefore combining those methods will result in a more reliable measurement [11, 14, 18, 53] as fatigue has non-specific symptoms. For example eye movement measurement with an eye tracker should be accompanied by EMG recording of oculomotor muscles, and either yawning or facial expression tracking should be accompanied by EMG recording of facial muscles.

In accordance with the technology development, some disadvantages of those instruments may be overcome by newer inventions either in materials or techniques. The different characteristics will also enable designers to create more alternatives for both real-time and non-real-time fatigue detection methods. Furthermore, future studies on fatigue detection methods should not be limited only to the above-mentioned instruments. The inclusion of instruments such as force plate or pressure sensor [93-94], as fatigue is also associated with vestibular disturbance [39], or actiwatch to measure daily activity levels [90], may be necessary.

With monism principle is being taken into account, we can argue that physical fatigue may induce mental fatigue and vice versa. The combination of the physical and mental condition is probably the reason of great inter-subject variability commonly observed in fatigue study. Thus, to understand the inter-correlation between various aspects of fatigue is probably the greatest challenge in driving fatigue study. This is
especially important in combining the measurement methods and data analyses.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we describe the most common fatigue detection methods using physiological and biomechanical measurement instruments. The combination of various instruments and methods may result in more reliable measurements to uncover many aspects of driving fatigue, as one instrument limitations may be covered by other instruments. On the other hand, such approach requires a better understanding of human body characteristics other than good knowledge of the measurement instruments. Thus, a multi-disciplinary approach is a must for this kind of research.

Putting present and future problems of man-machine interaction studies into perspective, the interaction will always generate fatigue, however, the balance between physical and mental fatigue may vary. On the contrary to the traditional assumption of mind and body dualism, which see those two entities as separated each other, both physical and mental fatigue are imposed in one human body and both interact each other.

Despite some assumption that future transportation will likely be less dependent on the human driver and become more autonomous, the study on driver fatigue will still be crucial in transportation ergonomics either in the future. The first reason is that the transition from human-driver into an autonomous vehicle will take a longer time since the entire supporting system for such vehicle should be provided before its widespread operation. The second reason is that any activity will always produce fatigue, with changing proportion of physical and mental fatigue. The autonomous vehicle is probably physically less fatiguening, however, it will likely to induce greater mental fatigue with the more complex learning process and decision making. The third reason is that the measurement systems that involve digital signal will allow researchers to develop various ways of human interaction with the vehicle with regard to control and feedback, based on the signal processing. Hence, this kind of study should be relevant in the foreseeable future along with vehicle technology development.
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